
Excess tree-
Chopping

By Alizah
(with the help of Abby,Justin,and CATE because I got 

lonely)



What is logging? - “logging is cutting down way too many trees”.Logging means the activity of business 
of felling trees and preparing the timber



oxygen is made from trees if we cut too many down we will 

Run out of oxygen and eventually die!(although, it would 
take quite a while to destroy the atmosphere.) I don’t think 
you want to die do you? THEN STOP THE MAjOR CUTTING DOWN OF 
THE TREES!!



The natural Beauty of The forest!

Yes it is very beautiful. 
Sometimes, when we log 
forests and jungles, they 
seldomly ever grow back!



the poor animals that become homeless.

When the trees are cut down, owls,raccoons,and monkeys,etc. 
lose  their homes and are forced to move away because of our 
shenanigans.17 MILLION animals lose their homes each year 
because of illegal logging.



Illegal logging is the harvest,transportation, or purchase or sale of timber violation 
laws.



Logging is a composite 
problem while there are no 
silver bullet solutions at 
the moment.

YES



forest fires!

Forests have a lot to go up against. 
This is also called deforestation does 
that seem fair to you? would you like to 
be dead? So think next time, before you 
swing that axe.



some of the vast reasons that people cut down trees
Greed. “More more more money i don’t care 
how much of mother earth  we hurt, I JUST 
want MONEY.” Does money rule your life? 
well it does for most loggers and major tree 
companies!   and burn. that is where you cut 
down tree and burn it, don’t even plant a 
new tree to grow in its place!Big time 
Loggers get paid $20.49 per hour and make 
$47,640.
per year!

Fun Fact
Did you know that money 
is made out of cotton?



Be the Forest Friends

Help us to save the trees we love. Speak for the trees not 
the money. Save the poor animals homes you're ruining.
Please!



So be like the Lorax.Speak for the trees!



-The Lorax



THE END



This girl made it too!
Alizah and Cate
were the only 
ones who were 
actually 
enthusiastic 
about it…(not really)



AND CATE FOR MOrAL SUPPORT!



THESE  are my Resources!

- Greenpeace.com

-science2x.tripod.com/id5.html

-Dictionary.com

-Chron.com

-google images



DediCATEd to CATE, haha get it?

To:Cate

Thanks for helping!



Dedicated to Abby
thought this was for you!



FOR JUSTIN!! I MADE THIS ONE!By alizah



THANKS FOR WATCHING!
:)(: And save the trees!


